
330 IK SA US 
Semi-Automatic Gravity Feed Slicer 

 Gear box transmission, 1/2 HP 

 13” blade diameter 

 Compact design 

 Integrated knife Sharpener 

 Integral motor overload protection 

 Electrical protection IPX3 

 3 stroke lengths and modes 

 Ergonomic operating height 
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Features 

 13” Semi -Automatic slicer, with blade enhanced cutting section. 

 Multiple custom Semi– Automatic settings, stress resistant and long lasting 

 Enhanced stroke length, speed and productivity 

 Durable long lasting finish, large plate with long stroke, wide platform with 
smooth edges for large items 

 Precision slicing mechanism minimizing waste 

 Easy to load (low loading height); reduces operator strain. 

 Operator safety & cleaner working area 

 Easy to use; Built– in sharpener with precise sharpening increases blade life.  

 Carriage with spiked and swinging remnant holder 

 Reduced foot counter space deflector for easy cleaning, increases stability & 
makes it easy to clean 

 Perfect slip grooves for a more performing sliding movement 

 Enhanced knife cover and adjustable food fence 

 Carriage with self-locking clamping device  

 Transparent and removable remnant holder 

 Easy to clean, saves time and money 
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Technical Features– 330 IX SA US  Specifications 

Overall Dimensions 23.9 x 20 x 18.9in   

Horsepower Gear driven motor, 1/2 HP  

Blade diameter 13” dia, (330 mm)    

Blade speed 255 rpm    

Slice thickness 0 to .94 in    

Electrical Protection IPX3 (Motor IPX5)    

Net weight 124 lbs    

Electrical Specifications 220-230V, 560 W a.c. monophase    

Cutting Capacity  Ø 9,45'' - ⍁11,4'' x 8,3''    

Optional Features  

 Teflon coated blade 

 Teflon coated slice thickness plate & blade cover 

 Aluminum and removable remnant holder (option).  


